




RESTINO
The RESTINO cardiac chair with folding 

armrests, an adjustable backrest, footrest 

and back part is primarily designed to achieve 

an optimal resting position for people with 

impaired heart function and for the elderly.



Choice of color design
The choice of color design of the chair allows patients and staff to create an aesthetic 

and pleasant space that can help improve mood, comfort and reduce stress.

Folding armrests
For easy access even 

from the side, the chair 

is equipped with folding 

armrests that you can 

fold up when you don't 

need them.

Adjustable
The lounger is equipped with 

positioning of the back and 

foot part. The patient can 

easily adjust the position of 

the chair according to his 

needs without much effort.



Optional accessories
The cardiac chair can be equipped 

with, for example, an IV pole, 

reading table or a safety belt.

Armrests with U-shaped upholstery
Thanks to the specially shaped "U" shaped armrests, the 

chairs can be used as sampling chairs and are thus 

suitable for transfusion stations.



TENTE branded 
wheels
The chair is equipped 

with branded TENTE 

wheels that can be 

braked separately.

Quality ergonomically shaped 
comfortable upholstery

The ergonomic shape of the 

upholstery is designed to provide 

optimal support for different 

parts of the body. This helps 

reduce pressure on key 

points and minimizes 

discomfort when sitting 

for long periods of time.

Unique seat tilt mechanism for easy standing up
Unique seat tilt mechanism for easy standing up. Smooth movement when 

getting up ensures a more comfortable and trouble-free use of the cardiac chair.
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Technical parameters

Overall dimensions (lenght x width) ........................................................... 150 x 80 cm

Seat dimensions (lenght x width)...................................................................55 x 48 cm

Positioning .........................................................................................................Mechanical

Weight............................................................................................................................37 kg

Safe working load..................................................................................................... 150 kg

Castors .................................................................................................100 mm, brakeable

Folding armrests ............................................................................................................ Yes

Footrest ............................................................................................................................ Yes

Attachable folding table ..............................................................................Yes (optional)

U-shaped armrest.........................................................................................Yes (optional)

Sampling armrest with joint including holder .........................................Yes (optional)

IV pole holder.................................................................................................Yes (optional)

IV pole .............................................................................................................Yes (optional)

Safety belt ......................................................................................................Yes (optional)
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